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I am God's holy monster, the drinker of mankind. For so long, I could not see the role I would play,
because I looked for it with human, mortal eyes. So I put forth the truth in these pages, for you who
seek as I have sought. I am not some godless beast who stalks beneath the dark grandeur of
sanctity. I am the grandeur. I am sanctified - The Testament of Longinus Lancea Sanctum
includes: â€¢ An in-depth look at the history, philosophy and modern operations of the Lancea
Sanctum, the holiest order of the Damned â€¢ Explorations of Sanctified Requiems and the roles
pious predators and monstrous paladins play in the Danse Macabre and the World of Darkness
â€¢ Guidelines and inspiration for Kindred of every clan, including new bloodlines, new Disciplines
and horrific new miracles of Theban Sorcery
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LANCEA SANCTUM is a sourcebook for the roleplaying game VAMPIRE: THE REQUIEM by White
Wolf. It is meant for both players and storytellers, to provide information on the vampire covenant
and religion, the Lancea Sanctum. The covenant is one of the most important groupings in
VAMPIRE: THE REQUIEM, because membership reflects a philosophical choice by the characters
rather than the vagaries of circumstance. Of all the covenants, the Lancea Sanctum maybe the
most important because it will likely be the first the characters encounter and the most different from
their initial impression.Many, if not most, players will have played the introductory scenario "Mary's
Childe" and the Lancea Sanctum is an integral part of that scenario. It is also likely to be

misunderstood; the Lancea Sanctum borrows heavily from Catholic imagery and rituals, but
demands that its adherents admit their damnation and act accordingly. It is a vampire religion, that
worships God by putting the fear of Him into mankind. A book like LANCEA SANCTUM provides
useful information to both players and storytellers on this misunderstood but pervasive group.The
introductory fiction for LANCEA SANCTUM is very interesting - the paper is very distinctive, meant
to resemble vellum (I think), and the font is made to resemble illuminated script. It also does an
excellent job of setting the mood for the covenant; religious fanaticism and monstrous power. The
first chapter describes the history of the covenant, specifically its founding and spread throughout
the world. Of course, it is written from the perspective of the covenant itself, which gives each
covenant book its own flavor and allows competing history with no "canon" that must be followed.

Unlike other covenants, the Lancea Sanctum is primarily a religious (not political) organization. This
book goes a long way toward filling in the culture and history of the covenant, but is a little lacking in
the beliefs facet.I found this to be one of the more interesting and helpful covenant books, having
read all of them with the exception of VII. The variety of factions and creeds presented help in
creating Sanctified characters who are differentiated, and keep the covenant from becoming the
monolith/stereotype it might appear to be initially.The first chapter gives a history that mirrors
Christianity closely enough to warrant skipping, but short and creative enough that I found it worth
the time. Chapter two gives a rough idea of the contents of the Testament of Longinus, the creeds
of worship, and titles/positions in the covenant. The most interesting part, though, is a description of
various rites and optional systems with mechanical bonuses to accompany them. The bloodlines
and factions presented in chapter three are a highlight of the book as well, and the requisite chapter
on Disciplines and Theban Sorcery is sufficient (26 pages). This roughly doubles the current
number of available Theban Sorcery rituals and provides a bit of theological perspective on them.As
much as I like this book, however, I came out of my initial read with little sense of how the
covenant's beliefs come into practice when dealing with mortals. I got all the same stuff from the
core book: Yes, they believe damnation has purpose. Yeah, they want to be apex predators. But
how is this all that different from Belial's Brood, then? Is it just a more self-flagellating version? This
book didn't really answer those questions for me.
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